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Abstract
Microelectomechanical systems (MEMS) are often

used in portable electronic products that can be
subjected to mechanical shock or impact due to being
dropped accidentally. This work presents a modeling
and simulation effort to investigate the effect of the
vibration of a printed circuit board (PCB) on the
dynamics of MEMS microstructures when subjected to
shock. Two models are presented. In the first
approach, the PCB is modeled as an Euler-Bernoulli
beam to which a lumped model of a MEMS device is
attached. In the second approach, a special case of a
cantilever microbeam is modeled as a distributed
parameter system, which is attached to the PCB. These
lumped-distributed and distributed-distributed models
are solved numerically by integration of the equation of
motion over time using the Galerkin procedure. Results
of the two models are compared against each other for
the case of a cantilever microbeam and also compared
to the predictions of a finite-element model using
ANSYS. The influence of the higher order vibration
modes of the PCB, the location of the MEMS device
on the PCB, the electrostatic forces, damping, and
shock pulse duration are presented. It is found that
neglecting the effects of the higher order modes of the
PCB and the location of the MEMS device can cause
incorrect predictions of the response of the
microstructure and may lead to failure of the MEMS
device. It is observed from the results that in some
cases, depending on the different parameters of the
problem, the response of the microstructure can be
amplified causing early dynamic pull-in and hence
possibly failure ofthe device.

Index Terms-Printed Circuit Board, Mechanical
Shock, Vibrations, Electrostatic Force, Pull-in.

1. Introduction
A new challenge in the development of MEMS

technology is the ability of MEMS devices to perform
and maintain their functions in hostile vibration and
shock environments. Without sufficient attention on
these factors, reliability and quality of MEMS devices
can be weakened making them unusable or even
destroyed at the moment of fabrication. MEMS can be
exposed to shock during fabrication, storage, and while
in use. Shock can cause several failure modes of
microstructures, such as mechanical failure, stiction,
and short circuits.

A current trend in the electronics and MEMS
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industries is to manufacture thin and flexible Printed
Circuit Boards (PCB). Hence, PCBs can undergo large
motion when subjected to mechanical shock or
vibration. This motion can be transferred to the
microstructure leading to either its failure or
malfunction. The interaction of the vibration modes of
the PCB with that of microstructures can also lead to
resonant behaviors leading to violent motions and
unaccounted for consequences. Other sources of
significant effects on the motion of a microstructure are
electrostatic forces in MEMS devices. These,
combined with mechanical shock, can lead to early
dynamic pull-in instability of the microstructures.
Thus, understanding the interaction of mechanical
shock, electrostatic forces, and the motion of PCB with
that of microstructures is necessary to ensure safe and
reliable operation ofMEMS devices.

A number of investigations have been conducted in
recent years to investigate mechanical shock in MEMS
[1-9]. Comprehensive reviews of these can be found in
[10-16]. Among the recent contributions, Kimberley et
al. investigated experimentally the dynamic failure of
gold clamped-clamped microbeams using three
different experimental setups: a drop weight tower, a
Hopkinson pressure bar and a pulsed laser loading
technique [8]. Sheey et al. investigated the failure
mechanisms of single crystal silicon microcantilever
devices under high-g accelerations using a modified
Hopkinson pressure bar [9].

One can note that inadequate attention has been
addressed to the possible coupling between the
vibrations of the PCB and the microstructures mounted
on top of it. Particularly, the possibility of interaction
among the higher order-modes of the PCB and the
natural frequencies of the microstructures (especially
the lowest ones) have not been investigated before in
great depth. Moreover, the effect of the location of the
MEMS chip over the PCB has not been given adequate
attention. Investigating these issues represents the
major objective ofthis paper.

In previous works, we investigated the response of
microstructures under the combined effects of
mechanical shock and electrostatic forces [10-12].
Computationally efficient approaches to study shock in
MEMS were presented in [13]. We also studied the
effect of the PCB motion on the response of a
microstructure theoretically using a two-degree-of-
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freedom model and also experimentally [14, 15]. A
continuous model of a microbeam coupled to a spring
mass-damper model of a PCB was also presented in
[14, 15]. The response of electrically actuated
resonators to mechanical shock was analyzed in [16].

The objective of this work is to investigate the
effect of the interaction of higher order modes of the
PCB with the response of the microstructures under
mechanical shock. A second objective is to study the
effect of the location of the microstructure on the PCB.
Towards this end, we present a precise dynamical
model for the mechanical shock problem on the PCB.
Here, the mechanical shock is modeled as a base
excitation acceleration pulse affecting the PCB-MEMS
assembly. A comparison between this case and an
ANSYS finite element model is made. Simulation
results showing the effects of different PCB lengths on
the response of MEMS devices under base excitation
shock loads will be presented.

2. Problem Formulation
Two approaches will be presented: beam-lumped

model and beam-beam model. In both approaches, the
PCB is treated as an Euler-Bernoulli beam. The first
approach (beam-lumped model) aims to model a
generic microstructure attached to the PCB. In this
case, a lumped spring-mass-damper model is used to
represent the motion of the microstructure. The second
approach (beam-beam model) represents a more
accurate model that is specially developed for
cantilever microbeams, which are commonly used in
MEMS. While the second approach is more accurate to
model cantilever microbeams, since it counts for its
distribution of mass and stiffuess and enable accurate
modeling for other surface forces such as electrostatic
forces; it is limited to cantilevers only.

In this paper, we study the case when the shock load
is assumed to be a base-excitation acceleration pulse,
which occurs when the base of the assembly undergoes
a sudden acceleration change. This happens, for
example, due to the drop of the assembly to the ground
or due to a drop-table test. To model a shock pulse
due to a drop test, the pulse is assumed to be a half-sine
acceleration pulse of amplitude Ao and period Tshock. as
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: A schematic 0/a half-sine pulse used to
model actual shock loads, base shock acceleration.

The base-excitation acceleration y is expressed as,

y = A
o

[Sin( (i)pulset )u(t) ]

+sin ((i)pulse (t - TShOCk))U (t- Tshock)

(1)
where y is the base -excitation acceleration, Wpulse is

the pulse frequency, t is time, and u(t) is the unit step
function.

2.1. Beam-lumped model

Figure 2: A schematic diagram/or the beam-lumped
model.

Figure 2 shows the beam-lumped model. In the
figure, w(x.t) refers to the PCB motion, such as a beam
or a plate, with respect to y(t) which is the input base
displacement, and z(t) represents the motion of the
microstructure relative to wtx.t). The rest of the model
parameters are as shown in Figure 2 and as defined in
Table 1. To consider a generic form of the MEMS
devices, the microstructure is assumed to be actuated
by a parallel plate electrostatic force. Hence, the
microstructure forms an upper electrode located at a
distance d above the substrate as shown in Figure 2.

Using Hamilton's principle, the equations of motion
that govern the transverse deflection of the PCB w(x,t)
and the microstructure motion z(t) are written,
respectively as,

ppcBBHw+ EpCBlpCBw;xxxx +cPCBw=-ppcBBHjl
(2)

rnz(t) + kz(t) + ci(t) = -rn[Y{t) + w(a,t)J
&AV2 (3)+ DC

2[d - z(t)+ w(a,t)J2

where the subscript represents partial differentiation.
Here, (2) and (3) are used to model the influence of

the PCB motion on the response of a microstructure of
arbitrary shape. Equation (2) is solved analytically
using the assumed-modes method [17]. Then, the
resulting nonlinear equation is substituted for w(a,t)
into (3). The result is then integrated numerically using
the Runge-Kutta method.
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2.2. Beam-beam model

Figure3: A schematic diagramfor tlte beam-beam
model.

Table1: A summaryofthe design variables and
definitions requiredfor the analysis ofthe twoused
models. (The numericalvaluesofsome ofthe listed

parameters areused(or the casestudy.)

Quantity

The microbeam length =400 pm.
The microbeam width =50 pm.
The microbeam thickness =1 um.
The area moment of inertia for the
microbeam.
The microbeam's Young's modulus = 169
GPa.
The density of the Polysilicon = 2332
kg.m".
The modal damping of the microbeam.
The natural period of the microbeam (in
this case cantilever microbeam).
The 1st natural frequency of the cantilever
microbeam = 8.6 kHz.

Symbol

EMEMS

CMEMS

TMEMs

I
b
h
IMEMs

PMEMS

fbeam

Table2: A summary ofall design variables and
definitionsrequiredfor cantilever microbeam:

2.3. A comparison between twomodels
As a case study, we consider a cantilever

microbeam with the parameters of Table 2. For

Figure 3 shows the beam-beam model, which is
geared to model the cantilever microbeam as a special
case. Here wtx.t) represents the PCB motion with
respect to y(t) and z(x,t) represents the motion of the
microstructure, relative to the PCB motion.

Using Hamilton's principle, the transverse
deflection of the PCB w(x,t) and the microstructure
motion z(x,t) are written, respectively as,

ppCBB H w + EpCBlpCBw:xx:xx +CPCBw= -PPCBBHy

(4)

PMEMSbhZ(x,t) +EMEMSIMEMSz= (t) +CMEMSZ(X,t)

= -PMEMSbh[ji(t) +w(a,t) ] + &blVJx
2[d -z(x,t) + w(a,t)]2

(5)
Here, (4) and (5) are used to model the influence of

the PCB motion on the response of a cantilever
microbeam. Equation (4) is solved analytically using
the assumed-modes method [17]. Then, w(a,t) and w
(a.t) are calculated and substituted into (5). The
resulting nonlinear equation is solved using reduced
order model based on Galerkin method [18]. Then it is
integrated numerically using the Runge-Kutta method.
This yields a finite-degree-of-freedom system
consisting of ordinary-differential equations in time.
The linear mode shapes of the straight microbeam and
PCB are used as basis functions in the Galerkin
procedure. The even modes are not included in the
solution for the PCB motion since they are
antisymmetric modes and hence their influence on the
microbeam dynamics is negligible. The resulting
ordinary differential equations are integrated
numerically with respect to time using the Runge-Kutta
method.

PCB

The motion of the PCB, as measured with
respect to the input base-displacement
y(t).
The motion of the MEMS.
The input base-displacement.
The capacitor gap width= 2 um.
The DC polarization voltage.
The PCB Length.
The width of the PCB (B=Ll2).
The thickness of the PCB=500 um,
The Young's modulus of the PCB=25
GPa.
The area moment of inertia for the PCB.
The density of the PCB =3200 kg.m",
The modal damping coefficient of the
PCB.
The mass of the microstructure.
The stiffness of the microstructure.
The damping of the microstructure.
The position of the microstructure over
the PCB.
Time in seconds or milliseconds.
The natural period of the microstructure
or the microbeam.
The dielectric constant of the gap
medium=8.86x lO' 12F.m'J.
The electrode area ofthe microstructure.
The shock pulse frequency.
The shock duration (half-sine wave).
The natural period of the PCB.
The I" natural frequency of the PCB.
The 2nd natural frequency of the PCB.
The 3'dnatural frequency of the PCB.
The 4th natural frequency of the PCB.

Quantity

IpCB

PPCB

CPCB

m
k
C

a

A

e

z(t)
y(t)
d
Voc
L
B
H
EpCB

Symbol

wtx.t}

t
TMEMS

())pulse

Tshock

TpCB

fn,
f n2

fn,
fn,
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Figure 4: A comparison between the beam-beam
model and the beam-lumped modelfor the case study

(cantilever beam), when subjected to shock of
amplitude=200 g with Tshock = 5 ms.
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Figure 5: The response ofa cantilever beam, placed
at the center ofthe PCB (a=LI2), generated using the
dynamic FE model (*), the beam-beam model (solid),
when Tshock = 0.1 ms and shock ofamplitude=50 g for

fbeam =8.6 kHz andfn, = 64Hz.

using discrete data points during a transient dynamic
analysis. The assumed parameters of the PCB are L=10
em, B=5 em and H=500 um. The position of the
microbeam is assumed to be at the middle of the PCB
(a=U2). No electrostatic forces are assumed in this
case, as well.

:::
. ~

"~ 0 .....

v
~ · 0.2 ....

"E:: .OA ..

Figure 5 shows a comparison between the results of
the beam-beam model (solid) and the FE model results
(*) for a shock pulse of Tshock =0.1 ms and amplitude 50
g. Note here, that the first natural frequency of the PCB
fn,=64 Hz and the natural frequency of the microbeam
fbeam=8.6 kHz . Also the shock frequency l/Tshock=10
kHz. Since the ratio between the shock frequency and

fbeam equals 1.16, this means that the shock pulse is in
the dynamic regime on the shock-response spectrum
[13]. It is clear that using the beam-beam model for this
range of shock amplitude yields accurate results. It can
be concluded from Figure 5 that the microbeam is
likely to hit the substrate for shock load exceeding 50

where

2 3.52
2

EMEMSIMEMS
Q)j = Pm (8)

Note that meffwill replace the mass coefficient m of

z(t) in (3) only in the left-hand side and not the one on

the right-hand side of (3) (the coefficient of

Y(t) +w(a,t). Since m is the coefficient of the force

distributed over the length of the microbeam. Next we
normalize the resulting equation by dividing by meff'
which yields

z(t)+wfz(t) +2'01=(t) = -1.548[ji(t) +w(a,t)]
(9)

where , is the damping ratio, which is assumed to be

'=0.001. Also, we assume the same value as the

modal damping ratio for the microbeam in the beam
beam model. This value will be adapted throughout the
paper. Evaluating the above expressions for the
dimensions of the microbeam yields me.r.F3.0129 x 1([
JJ kg and k=0.088 s»:', Next, we compare the results
using (9) and those using (4) and (5), as explained in
Section 2.2.

In Figure 4, it can be noticed that the microbeam
response in the two models is the same. The beam
lumped model is generic and it can be used for MEMS
devices with irregular shapes. The beam-beam model is
more specific for a cantilever microbeam attached to
PCB, which is used commonly in MEMS. Throughout
the remainder of the paper, we will focus on the
cantilever microbeam as a case study and use the
beam-beam model.

3. The Analytical Model versus FE Model
In this section, we use the finite element (FE)

software ANSYS to validate the results of the
analytical model. A 2-D 8-node element (SHELL63)
and a 2-D 6-node element (BEAM4) are used to model
the PCB with the microbeam. The shock is applied to
all the nodes on the model via the "ACEL" command

comparison purposes between the two models, a shock
load of amplitude 200 g assumed as an input for the
two models. The assumed parameters of the PCB are
L=10 em, B=5 em and H=500 pm. The position of the
microbeam is assumed to be at the middle of the PCB
(a=U2). No electrostatic forces are assumed in this
case.

To use the beam-lumped model, an effective mass
meff and stiffness coefficient k of the cantilever beam,
need to be calculated as,

k =8EMEMsIMEMS

P
8EMEMsIMEMS

mejf = 3
I

--4-
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Figure 7: (a) The response ofthe microbeam under

electrostaticload onlywith VDC =1.04 V. (b) The
response ofthe microbeam under shock only of

amplitude 70g and Tshock=5 ms.
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Figure 8: The response ofthe combinedeffect ofthe
shock and the electrostaticforces showingdynamic

pull-in.

Figure 8 shows clearly the dynamic pull-in
instability. We should point out here the fact that the
electrostatic force has a softening effect that decreases
the natural frequency of the microbeam until it reaches
zero at pull-in [18,19].

Next, we investigate the effect of varying the shock

10

t (ins)

Figure 6: The response ofa cantilever beam,placed
at the centerofthe PCB a=L/2), generatedusing the
dynamicFE model (*), the beam-beam model (solid) ,

when Tshock = 5 ms and shock amplitude=200 g for
fi,eam =8.6 kHz andfn, = 64 Hz.

0.21 ! !
i 1

o ·······..·..···..t · ·i ..

4. The Effect of Electrostatic Force and the PCB
Motion

Here, we study the combined effect of the PCB
motion and the electrostatic forces on the response of a
cantilever microbeam to shock load. Again, we use the
beam-beam mode.

First, we consider the response due to each force
alone. The assumed parameters of the PCB are L=10
em, B=5 cm and H=500 JIm. In Figure 7a, the response
of the microbeam under the electrostatic load only
(Voc=1.04 V) is shown. As noted, the beam doesn't hit
the substrate and it settles to a stable position. Figure
7b shows the microbeam's response under shock of
amplitude 70g only. Also in this case, the microbeam
doesn't hit the substrate. The response doesn't reach
the gap neither under shock amplitude 70 g nor under
the electrostatic load Voc=l .04 V. However, if both the
shock and the electrostatic load are applied on the
microbeam at the same time, the microbeam reaches
the dynamic pull-in instability and hits the substrate
[10-12].

g. Such an impact can lead to a failure in the cantilever
microbeam.

Figure 6 shows a comparison between the results of
the beam-beam model (solid) and the FE model results
(*) when shock pulse of Tshock = 5 ms and amplitude
200 g. Here, the shock frequency 1/Tshock=200 Hz.
Since the ratio between the shock frequency and fbeam
equals 43, this means that shock pulse is in the quasi
static regime [13]. Also, it is clear that using the beam
beam model for this range yields accurate results as
well.

-5-
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Figure 10: Shock-response spectrum ofthe
microbeam including the PCB effect whenJi,eam =8.6
kHz andfn, = 2.8 kHz under shock amplitude 100 g.
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duration Tshock. So, we show in Figure 9 the pull-in
voltage versus the shock amplitude for various values
of Tshock' The length is adjusted to L= 1.54 em and the
rest of the parameters are in Table I and Table 2, such
that the first natural frequency of the PCB ifnI) is away
from fi,eam (TpCB=5.8 TMEMS and the second natural
period of the PCB=O.5 TMEMS)' It is clear from Figure 9
that the lowest pull-in voltage threshold occurs when
Tshock=3.6 TMEMS' Here, one can note that neglecting the
effect of the PCB motion (case of Tshock= TMEMS)
underestimates the pull-in instability.

It is worth mentioning that, under the straight
horizontal line in Figure 9, the shock effect becomes so
dominant that it is hard to get a clear distinction
between pull-in and collapse due to shock. This might
be due to fractal dynamic behavior of the nonlinear
system [10,20].

1.4r--- -.-- -.-- --r- ..,-- - - - - - -.

0.2 ' .....•.. "1"" j .

100 150 200 250 JOO 350

S iw ek amp litutle (g)

Figure 9: The pull-in voltage versus the shock
amplitude whenJi,eam =8.6 kHz andfn, = 2.8 kHz.
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Figure 11: (a) The microbeam response under
VDc=I.04 V and shock pulse ofamplitude 50 g and

Tshock=TMEMS without the PCB effect. (b) The
microbeam response under VDc=I. 04 V and shock
pulse ofamplitude 50 g and Tshock=TMEMS with the

PCB effect. The modal dampingfor the microbeam is
assumed=O.OOI.

In order to clarify that the case of
Tshock=TMEMS=TpCB is the most severe case. Figure 13
shows the shock-response spectrum for the microbeam.
It can be noticed that the maximum response amplitude

To explain the results of Figure 9, we show the
shock-response spectrum of the microbeam in Figure
10. It can be noticed that the maximum response
amplitude occurs at Tshock=3.6TMEMs=O.7TpCB' The
maximum deflection for the PCB occurs when
Tshock=O.7 TpCB, which justifies why the maximum
deflection for the microbeam occurs at Tshock=3.6 TMEMS
(the PCB response is the maximum in the dynamic
regime on the shock-response spectrum for the PCB
[13]). Also, one can note from Figure 9 that the curve
Tshock= TMEMS assuming a beam model alone switches
and crosses the curve of Tshock= TMEMS including the
effect of the PCB motion. This is due to the softening
effect of the electrostatic force, which increases TMEMS,
thereby changing the ratio TMEMsi TpCB.

To clarify further the meaning of these results, the
microbeam response is shown for two cases with and
without the dynamic pull-in. In Figure I la, the
microbeam response reaches the dynamic pull-in where
it is not attached to a PCB. In Figure l lb , if we assume
the microbeam attached to a PCB offnI=2.8 kHz, then
fi,eam /fn, = 3.7. Hence, the PCB attenuates the
microbeam response preventing pull-in.

-6-
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Figure 14: The maximum displacement ofthe
cantilever beam when subjected to shock amplitude

50 g with fi,ea~ fn]=8.8 kHz. The PCB's natural
frequencies arefn,« 8.8 kHz,fn2=79 kllz; and

fn3=219 kHz.

Next, we study the case when the natural period of
the microbeam TMEMS matches the 2nd natural period of
the PCB (l!fn2) and Tshock. Hence, L is changed to
L=2.5 em. In Figure 15, the maximum deflection
occurs when the shock duration gets close to the
second natural period of the PCB or (l/Tshock=fn2).
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microbeam is mounted at the middle of the PCB. The
same conclusion is noted when the shock duration is
varied such that l /Tshock=fn2 or l /Tshock=fn 3. However,
the amplitude response of the case of l /Tshock=fn, is the
most significant.
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Figure 12: The pull-in voltage versus the shock
amplitude when the naturalfrequency ofthe

microbeam and the PCB naturalfrequency =8.6 kHz.
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Figure 15: The maximum displacement ofthe
cantilever beam when subjected to shock amplitude

150 g withfi,eam'Zfn2- The PCB's naturalfrequencies
arefnr-I kHz.fn2=9 kHz,fn3=25.3 kHz, andfn,F50

kHz.

Note that, in this case, matching the first natural
period of the PCB and Tshock is not as significant as the
case of (l/Tshock=fn2). Also, note that the response on
the case of l /Tshock=fn, is also more significant than
l /Tshock= fn; This indicates the importance of
accounting for the higher-order modes of the PCB,
which are assumed negligible. One final observation

J.~O.~ i.s 2 2.~

T IT
stioct: mems

Figure 13: Shock spectrum ofthe microbeam
including the PCB effect whenfbeam=fn]= 8.6 kHz

under shock amplitude 100 g.

5. The Effect of the Microbeam Position and the
Higher-Order Modes ofthe PCB

In this section, we investigate the effects of the
position of the microbeam and the interaction of its
higher-order modes with the fundamental mode of the
microbeam.

The length of the PCB is taken to be (L=0.85 em),
such that fn,» fieam . Next we vary Tshock such that it
matches one of the natural frequencies of the PCB. In
the first case, (l /Tshock= fn/=fieam) . As shown in Figure
14, the maximum deflection occurs when the

The results indicate the importance of modeling the
effect of the PCB motion with the electrostatic forces.
By ignoring the effect of the PCB, there is a risk that
the MEMS device fails to function appropriately and it
might fail mechanically or electrically. On the other
hand, the natural frequency of the PCB can be used to
tune the shock-pull-in curve for its use as a switch
triggered by mechanical shock [10-12].
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In summary, we conclude that the higher order
modes of vibration of a microbeam may contribute to
its response in other cases than when one of those
modes has a natural frequency that is near the natural
frequency of the PCB and the shock pulse frequency .

~ u ~ U U I

ilil.

Figure 16: The maximum displacement ofthe
cantilever beam when subjected shock amplitude 150

g with fi,eam= fn j=8.6 kHz. The PCB's natural
frequencies arefn]=342 Hz,fn2=3 kllz, andfnj=8.6

kHz.
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6. Conclusions
A beam-beam model for both the microstructure

and the PCB (continuous model for the microbeam
with continuous model for the PCB) was used to
investigate the effect of higher-order modes ofthe PCB
when they interact with the fundamental natural
frequency of a microstructure of MEMS device. It was
found that higher modes of the PCB can have
significant effects on the MEMS device response,
especially for the cases when the natural frequency of
the MEMS is near both the natural frequency of the
PCB and the shock pulse frequency . By ignoring the
effects of the PCB and the higher-order modes, there is
a risk that the MEMS device will fail to function
appropriately and it might fail mechanically or
electrically. We found also that locations on the PCB,
other than its middle, can produce large response of the
microstructure.

We investigated the effect of the electrostatic forces
on the response of MEMS devices including the

that can be drawn from Figure 15 is that there are
several locations on the PCB where the response can be
large, and not only at the middle of the PCB as
traditionally is assumed.

In Figure 16, we change the length of the PCB to
L=4.3 em such thatfnj = fi,eam. One can conclude that
the l" mode of the PCB starts to dominate the response
whenfi,eam » fn, orfn2' However, it is noted that when
l /Tshock = fnj , the response becomes significant at the
third mode. Hence several locations on the PCB result
in significant response of the microbeam.
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